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Via FEI:
Sabrina Ibáñez (SUI), Secretary General of the Fédération Equestre
Internationale (FEI), has been elected as President of the newlyfounded Association of Paralympic Sports Organisations (APSO).
The vote took place at the founding General Assembly of the
Association in Abu Dhabi (UAE) today.
The FEI Secretary General was standing for election alongside
Maureen Orchard (CAN), former President and now Secretary
General of the International Wheelchair Basketball Federation
(IWBF), with four votes in favor of Mrs Orchard and 12 votes for Mrs
Ibáñez.
“I am truly honored to have been elected as President of the
new Association of Para Sports Organizations, which has such
an important role to play”, the newly-elected APSO President
Sabrina Ibáñez said today. “It is our function as governing bodies to
safeguard the rights of our Para-athletes and I am fully committed
to guaranteeing a sound governance framework that will protect
these athletes and encourage the future growth of Paralympic sport
worldwide.”
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FEI SECRETARY GENERAL ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF NEW PARALYMPIC
ASSOCIATION

EDWINA TOPS-ALEXANDER

One of show jumping`s best known couple “Edwina
Tops-Alexander” the two times overall champion of the
Longines Global Champions Tour and “Jan Tops” the
extraordinary Olympic rider just welcomed a new baby
girl on the 30th of July in Monaco.
Edwina has announced in march that she and Jan tops
are expecting a baby and that she will take a rest from
riding for a while, but now as for the news she announced
that she is back riding. Edwina just participated in the
Swiss five-star event to mark her first participation since
the Saut Hermes in Paris.
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BACK ON TRACK
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USA ON TOP WITH KENT FARRINGTON

TOPPING THE WORLD RANKING FOR
A FIFTH CONSECUTIVE MONTH
Kent Farrington is again on top of the Longines show
jumping ranking for his fifth consecutive month where
he is the only rider to keep his position in the top five.
Kent Farrington is also very far in terms of points
from his contender Lorenzo de Luca, were Kent is
topping Lorenzo with a difference of 260 points.
Lorenzo is up to rank two after being
in rank four. Scott Brash dashes
up the ranking from rank 10 to rank
five after his staggering round in
Longines Global Champions tour
London with Hello Forever that
lead him to win the Grand prix. We
also have the biggest move Harrie
Smolders who shot up from rank
16 to rank 6 a stunning 10 place
difference.
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FEI PRESIDENT INGMAR DE VOS
ELECTED AS IOC MEMBER
Via FEI:
Ingmar De Vos, President of the Fédération Equestre
International (FEI) since 2014, was elected as a Member
of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) during the
IOC Session in Lima (PER). Ingmar De Vos received 70
out of 78 valid votes.
“It is a really great honor for me personally, and for the
FEI, to be elected as an IOC Member. I see this as
clear recognition of the way the FEI has embraced and
continues to embrace Olympic Agenda 2020, our clear
focus on sport format changes for Tokyo 2020 and our
good governance. I would like to thank the IOC Members
for their belief in me and will be honoured to serve the
Olympic Movement.”

SWEDISH CAPITAL JOINS WORLD’S PREMIER SHOW JUMPING CIRCUIT IN 2019
Via LGT:
Sweden will be a new destination on the Longines Global Champions Tour and Global Champions League in
2019 adding another spectacular capital city to the international circuit.
The world’s top riders will compete in Stockholm as the championship series, offering the highest prize money
in the sport, plays out in Scandinavia for the very first time. The stunning city, made up of a series of islands on
the shores of the Baltic Sea in south-eastern Sweden, will be another eye-catching showcase for world class
equestrian sport.
Jan Tops, President of Longines Global Champions Tour and Co-Founder Global Champions League, said:
“We are delighted to announce the addition of Sweden’s capital city Stockholm to our global circuit for 2019.
Sweden is a great horse nation and we are looking forward to working with our partners in Sweden and the City
of Stockholm to deliver a truly world class event. We are fortunate to have a number of cities keen to join our
calendar and it is important in this modern sports landscape to take show jumping to city centres to give new
fans an opportunity to see this fantastic sport.”

